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Vehicle users sometimes do not pay attention to the safety and security of the 
environment by driving at very high speeds. This is exacerbated by moving 
that is not by the rules, making it prone to accidents. Detection of the motion 
of an object in the avi video this time is focused on the operation of detecting 
the area of moving objects in the avi video. The operation used in processing 
the detection of an object is an operation on image processing because the 
video is a collection of images executed in a unit of time. For this reason, this 
method works by getting information from a video. 
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1. INTRODUCTION   
An object that moves may not mean anything to ordinary people. Still, for the field of artificial 
intelligence, especially the science of pattern recognition (Pattern Recognition), a motion will be 
something significant [1]. With motion detection technology, it's like we have a surveillance camera at 
home that can constantly control the activities of objects that move in it. Pattern recognition is a 
somewhat important aspect that underlies various theories in AI (Artificial Intelligence). The emergence 
of pattern recognition, object shape, and measurement based on image processing has been utilized in 
multiple life applications [2]. To detect every passing vehicle, the effort that needs to be done is to install 
CCTV cameras in strategic places around the road [3]. 
The use of cameras in this method can be utilized by adding image processing technology. The 
image processing technology is one of the areas of research that has developed rapidly in recent years. 
Based on this introduction, digital image processing will be implemented in the vehicle speed detection 
system in this study [4]. 
Therefore, the author gets the motivation to try a simple concept to recognize the pattern of a 
simple idea to acknowledge how the computer can adequately identify a moving object on the video. 
Here, the author uses the software to try the simulation program to use the 2016 version of Mathlab. The 
primary purpose of this paper is to analyze and try a simple method for detecting moving objects on video 
so that the computer can retrieve data from the detection results of moving objects. and can be 
appropriately implemented according to its objectives [5]. 
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The image as the output of a data recording system can be optical in the form of photos, analogue 
in the form of video signals such as images on a television monitor, or digital, which can be directly 
stored on a storage medium [6]. From a mathematical perspective, the idea is a continuous function of 
light intensity in a two-dimensional plane [7]. The light source illuminates the object; then the thing 
reflects the back part of the light beam; this light reflection is captured by optical devices, such as the 
human eye, camera, scanner, etc. so that the shadow of the object in the form of an image can be 
recorded. Image as the output of a data recording system can be optical in the form of photos, analogue in 
the form of video signals such as images on television monitors, digital, which can be directly stored on a 
magnetic tape [8]. 
Images can be grouped into two parts, namely still images and moving images. A still image is a 
single image that does not move, while a moving image is a series of still pictures displayed in a row 
(sequential) so that they give the eye the impression of a moving image. Each image in the sequence is 
called a frame. The pictures on widescreen films or television are essentially made up of hundreds to 
thousands of framesc [9]. 
There are several classifications of vision, namely Low-Level Vision, Medium Level Vision, and 
High-Level Vision. Low-Level Vision includes Sensing, which is taking input in the form of images, and 
Preprocessing, which obtains an image before it is processed. Medium Level Vision consists of the 
process of Segmentation, Description, Recognition[10]. 
Segmentation is the process of separating digital images into several regions. The description is 
the process of describing a snap, while Recognition is an introduction to an embodiment. At a higher level 
(High-Level Vision), there is an Interpretation process, where Interpretation is an ability to estimate the 
original shape of the image obtained. This can be done by getting various information needed on the 
image. So the Interpretation process requires the detection, identification, and measurement of the 
features in a snap [11]. 
 
2. METHOD 
The moving image that has been taken as a dataset first goes through the preprocessing stage before 
entering the system. The length of the video is cut according to the size of the moving image (vehicle), 
starting to be seen on the camera until the image is not visible. The video results that have been cut will 
be processed by the system, starting from the pre-processing stage, feature extraction, to speed 
calculations. 
The initial process carried out in analyzing objects in a binary image is object segmentation. The 
segmentation process aims to group object pixels into regions that represent objects. 
There are two approaches used in object segmentation, segmentation based on area boundaries 
(edges of objects). Edge pixels are traced so that the series of pixels that become the boundary between 
the object and the background can be known as a whole (border following algorithm). Segmentation into 
basic shapes (e.g. letter segmentation into vertical and horizontal lines, object segmentation into circles, 
ellipses and so on). 
Thresholding is used to adjust the number of degrees of grey in the image. By using thresholding, the 
degree of grey can be changed as desired. For example, it is hoped to use a grey degree of 16, then divide 
the value of the grey degree by 16. 
 
3. ANALYZE AND RESULT 
The avi video used in this report is an avi file that has the properties of a pixel size of 1471 x 185, 
with a frame rate of 29.97 frames/second, a data rate of 1285 kbps and a video size of 2.55 MB, with the 
file name "videotraffic". 
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Figure 1. Snippet of “videotraffic.avi” 
 
Figures 2. Snippet of the final result of object detection via video 
 
Where the program functions to run all the avi videos 
are as follows: 




filename = 'videotraffic.avi'; 
hVidReader = vision.VideoFileReader(filename, 
'VideoOutputDataType', 'single'); 
  
opticFlow = opticalFlowHS; 
     
hMean2 = vision.Mean('RunningMean', true); 
 
hblob = vision.BlobAnalysis(... 
    'CentroidOutputPort', false, 'AreaOutputPort', true, 
... 
    'BoundingBoxOutputPort', true, 
'ExtentOutputPort', true, ... 
    'OutputDataType', 'double', ... 
    'MinimumBlobArea', 250, 'MaximumBlobArea', 
3600, 'MaximumCount', 80); 
  
sz = get(0,'ScreenSize'); 
pos = [180 sz(4)-300 200 200]; 
hVideo1 = vision.VideoPlayer('Name','Original 
Video','Position',pos); 
pos(1) = pos(1)+220;  
hVideo2 = vision.VideoPlayer('Name','Motion 
Vector','Position',pos); 
pos(1) = pos(1)+220; 
hVideo3 = vision.VideoPlayer('Name','Thresholded 
Video','Position',pos); 






sz = get(0,'ScreenSize'); 
figure('MenuBar','none','Toolbar','none','Position',[20 
sz(4)-150 100 120]) 
uicontrol('Style', 'pushbutton', 'String', 'PAUSE',... 
        'Position', [20 70 80 40], 'Callback', 'a1=true;'); 
uicontrol('Style', 'pushbutton', 'String', 'RESUME',... 
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        'Position', [20 20 80 40], 'Callback', 'a2=true;'); 
  
frameCap = zeros([120 160 3 9], 'single'); 
capNum = 0; 
  
while ~isDone(hVidReader) 
    frame     = step(hVidReader); 
    grayFrame = rgb2gray(frame); 
    flow  = estimateFlow(opticFlow, grayFrame); 
  
    y1 = flow.Magnitude; 
 
    vel_th = 4 * step(hMean2, mean(y1(:))); 
     
    fGround = (y1 >= vel_th); 
    segmentedObjects = medfilt2(fGround); 
  
    segmentedObjects2 = 
imclose(imerode(segmentedObjects, strel('square',2)), 
strel('line',5,45)); 
     
    [area, bbox, extent] = step(hblob, 
segmentedObjects); 
  
    isCar = extent > 0.4;    
    bbox(~isCar, :) = [];    
     
    spacing = size(frame,1) - (bbox(:,2)+bbox(:,4)-1); 
    crossing = spacing <= 17 & spacing >=1; 
    if sum(crossing) 
      capNum = capNum+1; 
      frameCap(:,:,:, capNum) = frame; 
      ROICap{capNum,1} = bbox; 
    end 
 
        result = insertShape(frame, 'Rectangle', bbox, 
'Color','green');  
  
    plotScaleFactor = 20; 
    lines = videooptflowlines(flow.Vx + i * flow.Vy, 
plotScaleFactor);  
    motionVectors = insertShape(frame, 'Line', lines, 
'Color','yellow', 'SmoothEdges',false); 
  
    step(hVideo1, frame); 
    step(hVideo2, motionVectors); 
    step(hVideo3, segmentedObjects); 
    step(hVideo4, result); 
    pause(0.1); 
    drawnow; 
    while a1 && ~a2; drawnow; end 














Video is a combination of still images that are read sequentially at a time with a certain speed. 
One method for motion detection in the video is to convert the video into a grayscale image and a binary 
image in each frame. Motion detection in the video is detecting areas in the image that are read a time 
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